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PROJECT TITLE:
Real Patina Copper Wine Bucket
DESIGNED BY:
Kathy Kromer
SKILL LEVEL: (1 being the easiest, 5 being of
highest difficulty)

Adult 2
TIME TO COMPLETE:
1 hour (plus reaction time)
Add a metallic and patina finish to a galvanized bucket to create a one-of-a-kind
beverage serving container. Add sealer and it’s weatherproof, too, for use as a
plant container.

PROJECT TIP:
Sophisticated Finishes Copper Metallic Surfacer will react with the Patina Green
Antiquing Solution to create a real aging, patina finish on any surface, just like in
nature.
SEARCH TEXT: (Please provide words which the consumer may use to search for this project.
Words in this section should be in lowercase type and separated with one space between each
word only.)

Beverage container outdoor galvanized bucket metallic copper bronze patina
home décor sophisticated finishes modern options triangle coatings easy
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Tape stencil in place where desired on outside of bucket. Use palette knife to
spread modeling paste on stencil, pushing paste through stencil. Carefully
remove stencil and allow designs to dry overnight.
2. Use brush to apply primer to outside and inside of bucket. Allow to dry.
3. Sponge on Copper to inside and outside of bucket. Allow to dry.
4. Working in small sections, sponge on a second coat of Copper and, while paint
is wet, spray on Patina Solution to begin patina reaction. Move on to another
section and repeat until entire outside of bucket has been treated. Allow
reaction to complete and dry in about 1 – 2 hours.
5. Use rag to add Blackened Bronze highlights around raised edges of stenciled
designs and around decorative edge around rim of bucket.
6. Dry brush Copper highlights to dark highlighted areas.
7. To weatherproof, brush on varnish to seal.

MATERIALS CHECKLIST:
Sophisticated Finishes Blackened Bronze Metallic Surfacer
Sophisticated Finishes Copper Metallic Surfacer
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Sophisticated Finishes Patina Blue Antiquing Solution
Sophisticated Finishes Rustable Metal Primer & Sealer
Liquitex Modeling Paste
Optional: Delta Ceramcoat Satin Exterior/Interior Varnish
Masking Tape
1” Foam Paintbrush
Sea Sponge
Flat Paintbrush
Clean Rag
Paper (to protect work surface)

